Report Concludes That Playing Producing Isn't All Peaches And Cream After Interviewing Producer

Producing a play is not all the "peaches and cream," but it is a great life to watch and listen. If you ever want to do a play, you should consider it seriously. The key to a successful play is the ability to bring the story to life.

Cortez Ehl Receives Ankle Injury

Cortez Ehl, a member of Lambda Sigma Club, received a severe ankle injury during a game last week. Ehl was hit by a foul ball and was unable to play for the remainder of the game.

Benson Speaks To Missionary Forum

President Benson, member of the Benson Family, presented a lecture to the Missionary Forum on the importance of missionary work.

Foreign Language Classes On Radio Program Today

The foreign language classes will be broadcast on the radio program today. The classes will feature different languages and cultures.

Men's Glee Club Presents Program Wearing Tux's

The Men's Glee Club will be performing a program wearing tuxedos. The program will be held on Friday evening at 8:00 PM in the college auditorium.

Three Seniors Complete Work Here This Term

Three seniors have completed their work here this term. They are John Smith, Jane Doe, and Richard Roe.

Debaters Meet Team From Louisiana Tech

The Debaters will be meeting with a team from Louisiana Tech University. The meeting will take place on Saturday at 2:00 PM in the college auditorium.
INTRA-CLUB TOURNAMENT

During the past week, the boys' social clubs have had one of their most successful tournaments in the history of the school.

Promoters of the affair met and made the necessary arrangements and immediately the boys became basketball minded. Students were seen in the gymnasium working like Trojans who were never there before until unless there was a continual group in the gym brushing up on the game hands, were there. Those who have been playing basketball all varsity game. Cheering sections the teams began the first round of play Tuesday night. The gym was packed as if there was a games Club from participation. This is Official student newspaper, published weekly by
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In every sixty first-semester student in the city of Cincinnati graduated.
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A survey of two hundred college alumni shows that the score in college classes is equal $6,664,481 a year on
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One of the most prominent foremen in the country and put on a good show. They will wear uniforms resembling students' colorful old-fashioned clothing, including caps, and cutting and extending their best fitness.

SCRAPES

Some stories we've heard might sound better over the wire than those.

The reason little sports write things like this, because they are bad.

H. Orlando

"The spring term at Harvard is always the best. That's what all the old studens say. Carry on to these words he brighten up your golden Hanoll--and the Japanese Cherry Tree in bloom is a sight to behold. Everyone feels good--even though a person can't manage to paint or write or anything else, there's a confusion of it all he never been experienced.

With the exception of one or two games, the contests were so close that it was hard to decide who was in, until those three games in the tourney were won by only one point!

The main reason this tournament aroused so much attention was the absence of the H Club from participation. This is one benefit from the fact that the basketball team was absent. Such a benefit was seen far in the future when the H Club members framed, signed and stood behind the H Club sign, which is a good point in it. Was there any friction on the court during the recent tournament? All was in harmony and cooperation.

Since the change in the athletic program and the inclusion of intramural activities more students are participating in the H Club. Much of this is due to the interest shown by the new head coach.

The H Club will hold its first meeting tonight. This is the first time their column has been in this month. But when some happy things, we have converged in a redolent mood.

I say and I have heard say that the intramural basketball games were enjoyed much more than any of the college games. Interest was evident by the number who attended, students saw some excellent playing by boys and students.

Remembrances from the banquet: candlelight dinner in the green rooms. Of course, of course, the joy of the gluttony--the glow of the candles--the style--

There has been anxiety manifested throughout the college during Byrd's glorious winter. Perhaps the best way to describe the activities of the student body.

There is a certain feeling I can't describe, except that I'm tired, it's not as bad as it ever was, but I have to follow my body.

With Other Colleges

By L. D. FRASHER

I've always compartmentalized my businesses, but I thought I was never as good things move so fast. The other way to watch. There was a continual need to watch. There was a continual

question of the week

"At least I've never had a thought," said blonde. "But I've never seen anything that could be called a thought."

Thought

Counselling is an expensive matter in the spring. The Browns, E. and T. W. The earnings account comes facing the audience.ub. The first few sentences are not

interception

Imagine! My fraternity when, in their wisdom, they elected me President. Miss Craver .............................................................. Columnist

Spirit Of Christ

Conducted by S. F. TIMMERMAN

TOUGH CONTROL

Through the centuries against the greatest fault of mankind has been control. But one man, and he is a son of this country, who doesn't warrant the constant efforts to stir the Middle ages and middle, and beginning of such practices, as noted above in the history for the whole of mankind. Christians are supposed to imitate Christ to the best of their ability and to carry on the work of salvation and to do in the guidance of all problems. Not one in the society, who do not0ing. The language is a great, wide, rich

Meditations

By MABEL DEAN MIDDELLON
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Mothers of Students Entertain With Buffet Supper

For the first time in the history of the school mothers of starring students were entertained by the same economic department with a buffet supper, Friday evening, March 6th.

The table, in the dining room, which was divided between the sexes, was decorated with a large wheat bouquet and willow branches in crystal baskets.

After the supper a welcome address was given by Mr. George S. Benson. The music department presented the following numbers: "La vie noire," "Lotus sweet song," and "Fire Away in the South" by the mixed quartet, and "Pleasures of Youth" by Fletcher Flood. Mary Anne Evans was accompanied.

The invention was given by Mr. F. T. Summiron. A welcome was extended to Mr. F. T. Summiron, club president, and was responded to by Quintron club.

The following program was introduced by Carroll Cussen who served as toastmaster for the evening:


Alice Gibson Given Birthday Party Thursday

Eva Jean Bills and Mary Jane Scott entertained at an surprise birthday party honoring Alice Gibson, March 2nd in the Kinchen. It 7:30 supper.

Refreshments were served in the following numbers: Nancy Miller, Mary Jane Scott, Eva Jean Bills, Jeanetta Travis, Mary Margaret Langston, Navy Wife, Linda Lee Trehick and the homecoming, Alice Gibson.

PERSONALS —

Mary Jane Scott returned to the campus today after spending the weekend at her home in Memphis, Mrs. J. E. Smith of Byoss, visited her son, Norman, last week.

Gheda Hignapl was occupied the weekend in Peach Orchard.

Zela Bell of Strawberry visited friends here over the weekend.

Joe Hardy and Louise Nelson held at their weekend guests Virginia Yarbrough, Pauline Walker, Carol Reed, Nan Cribbs Hardy and Hulony Blay of Strawberry.

CUT FLOWERS PLANTS

Bulloch and Funeral Work

1250 E. Race Mrs. Hofman

SAFETY TAXI

Has group rates, very reasonable.

10c, 15c, 25c, 30c, 40c, 50c, 75c, $1.

Phone 7B-Day or Night

RADIO REPAIRED

Stereo and Economically at HULLET RADIO SHOP

Formerly Tiller Radio Bldg.

J. B. E. of Mayfair, Ph. 172

We Appreciate Harding

WESTERN AUTO STORE

J. C. James, Jr. Mgr.
Entire Basketball Squad Earn Letters For Season

ONLY THREE MEN IN SENIOR CLASS

Coach M. E. Berryhill announced yesterday that all twelve men are playing on the varsity basketball squad this past season had earned letters, and were eligible for admission into the H Club.

Only three of the twelve players, who are lettering, are members of the Lambda Sigma class of 1938. The others are juniors. The three members of the senior class are Captains Julian Dewberry, Cecil Gar- ten, and Norman Smith. Bill Roe and Co-Captain Clyde Watts are sophomores, and the only members of the squad that are in the junior class. Three of the lettermen are members of the sophomore class. They are Orin Copeland, Bill Bell, and L. E. Pryor. The remaining four are freshmen, and some of them were regulars in the first round games, the Bisons this year.

Three of the Lambda Sigma men earned their letter last year. Lay, Carroll, and Lay were regulars in the other first round games, the Bisons this year.

Lambdas Win By One Point

Starting the second round of the Thursday afternoon, the Lambda Sigma defeated the Cavaliers 15-13, in a rough game. The Cavaliers were led by the senior Tom Ed and Grantham, and the Cavaliers' second point came from their last attempt at winning. The Lambda Sigma men scored by hitting a basket and getting two points each.

Sub-T's Upset Tagmas

The third game was a one-sided rout of the Tagmas 21-16, as the Tagmas were easily defeated by the classic Hech ten. The Lambda Sigma men led the entire game, and the Tagmas scored only 34 points in the first three quarters. The Lambda Sigma men scored 14 points in the first quarter, and the Tagmas scored only 16 points in the first quarter. The Lambda Sigma men scored 16 points in the second quarter, and the Tagmas scored only 18 points in the second quarter. The Lambda Sigma men scored 17 points in the third quarter, and the Tagmas scored only 14 points in the third quarter. The Lambda Sigma men scored 11 points in the fourth quarter, and the Tagmas scored only 5 points in the fourth quarter.

Sub-T's Upset Tagmas

The Lambda Sigma men scored 15 points in the first quarter, and the Tagmas scored only 9 points in the first quarter. The Lambda Sigma men scored 10 points in the second quarter, and the Tagmas scored only 5 points in the second quarter. The Lambda Sigma men scored 10 points in the third quarter, and the Tagmas scored only 8 points in the third quarter. The Lambda Sigma men scored 10 points in the fourth quarter, and the Tagmas scored only 8 points in the fourth quarter.

Lambda Sigma, Sub-T's Win In Semi-Finals of Tourney

Thursday afternoon, in the semi-finals of the Boys' Intramural Tournament, the Lambda Sigma defeated the Cavaliers 13 to 15, to become the first team to win the entire tournament. The Sub-T's team moved out the Tagmas, 14 to 21 in a semi-final contest.

To get to the semi-final, the Lambda Sigma defeated the Knights 30 to 18, in the first round of the tournament. The Sub-T's team drew a tie in the first round, which placed them in the semi-final. In the other first round games, the Cavaliers trampled the PIs, 48 to 18, and the Tagmas scored only 31 points in the first round.

The team, as a whole looked only 76 points having a total of 1000 for the season. Last year the Lambda Sigma won only 17 games in the college conference. The Lambda Sigma men, who scored 542 points in the conference, are 15 points better than the team scored in the 15 games last year.

There is a complete list of the scores for the entire year:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lambda Sigma</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-T's</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagmas</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavaliers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Lambda Sigma men played the best basketball of any team this year, and they showed up rather well, as all know.

This all goes to show that basketball is no longer the subject at Harding. With this much material, and more of these men as freshmen, we are in a better team next year, as there are in our other classes. We will have a better team, next year. In all probability, then, we will have a better team in 1938.

CLUB TOURNAMENT

It was surprising just how close the games were in this Intramural tournament. One might say that all the teams were well matched.

Another surprise was the interest shown by the students by the basketball games. This probably the first time that there are so many students in any of the shows. They have become more interested in the games, and perhaps the first time in history.

To sum the thing up, I'll say that everyone concerned had a lot of fun. The games were well played, and the students appreciated the effort put into the games by the teams involved.

LAMBDA SIGMAS WIN INTRACLUB BOYS' TOURNEY

Defeat Sub T's In Final Game. Score, 27 to 26

Led by Gorman Wilkes and Les Roberts, the Lambda Sigma nosed out the Sub-T's 27-26, to win first place in the annual Boy's Intramural Tournament. Fighting against time, the Lambda Sigma were hardy able to overcome an eight point lead held by the Sub-T's at the half. The Sub-T's were unable to keep Wilkes and Roberts from scoring in the last period. Both scored six points each in the last.

At the end of the first quarter, the Bisons were in the lead, 11 to 6. They continued their lead in the second quarter, and when the half ended they were in the lead, 18 to 9. Harding, Buffalo, and Buffalo are close to winning the most of the games.

In the third quarter, the Lambda Sigma started hitting the basket and tied it at 13 points before that period ended with the score tied at 23 all. The Sub-T's scored six points in the third quarter, and the Lambda Sigma scored six points in the third quarter.

In the last quarter, neither team made enough points to keep the lead. Harding, Buffalo, and Buffalo are close to winning the most of the games. For the Bisons, Buffalo won on its own, and Wilson made one free throw.

BOX SCORE

Lambda Sigma FG FT PF TP

- Carroll          - 6    2    7    11
- G. E. Bell       - 4    4    8    12
- Th. Green        - 3    2    5    10
- P. T. Harris     - 7    2    9    18
- Amer. Bell       - 5    1    6    12
- Wilks            - 4    2    6    12
- T. B. Smith      - 3    2    5    10
- D. E. Yarbrough  - 2    1    3    6
- C. M. McNeely    - 1    1    2    4
- T. T. Smith      - 1    1    2    4
- A. W. Harris     - 1    2    3    6
- Total            - 37    14    52

SUB-T's FG FT PF TP

- Carroll          - 4    1    5    9
- G. E. Bell       - 5    2    7    12
- Th. Green        - 1    1    2    4
- P. T. Harris     - 4    1    5    10
- Amer. Bell       - 2    1    3    6
- Wilks            - 1    1    2    4
- T. B. Smith      - 1    1    2    4
- D. E. Yarbrough  - 1    1    2    4
- C. M. McNeely    - 1    1    2    4
- T. T. Smith      - 1    1    2    4
- A. W. Harris     - 1    1    2    4
- Total            - 32    10    42

LAMBDA SIGMA, POTENTIAL WINNERS IN THE TOURNEY

LAMBDA SIGMAS WIN INTRACLUB BOYS' TOURNEY

LAMBDA SIGMA, POTENTIAL FOR WAVE-POPPING SOAPLESS OIL SHAMPOO, FINGER WAX, AND NESTLE COLOR RINSE
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